A New
GenerAsian
of Music
By Deepi Sidhu

It is another Thursday afternoon and as I rush through
the doors of the KPFT studio, I am welcomed with a
blast of electro-lounge music
infused with the soothing
sounds of a Hindu bhajan.
The song is then seamlessly
mixed into an up-tempo
Arabic song with a dubstep
vibe. Above it all, the chatter
in studio is as non-stop and
organic as the music.

Welcome to GenerAsian Radio.
It all began 10 years ago when
Yogi Goyal and I met and decided we
wanted to create a music show for
our generation. We needed a show
that represented the musical tastes
of those of us raised on traditional
Indian music: classical, religious, Bollywood, or bhangra, and the sounds
of music we listened to with our
friends: hip-hop, dance, house, rock,
etc. Each side of us was represented
on the radio, the East and the West,
but never both at the same time.
Meanwhile, KPFT, a local
Paciﬁca affiliate on the FM dial, was
serendipitously looking to add more
international ﬂavor in its programming. Jumping on this opportunity, we
hatched a business plan and pitched
our idea for a hipster South Asian
show to the station. KPFT gave us a
two-hour tryout during a fund drive
in March 2002. Although I had radio
experience in high school and Yogi
was an established wedding and club
DJ, we had no idea what we were getting ourselves into! Two hours later
we had raised $1200 for KPFT and

walked out with a regular time slot
for our very own show, the ﬁrst of its
kind.
Fast forward ten years later and
our team has grown with the addition of Alx Patel (who runs our board
and mixes with Yogi), Nibu Abraham
(who scouts new music and lines
up guests), and new member Devan
Shah (who gives a much needed
hand when things get crazy). Our
weekly playlists are as varied as our
personalities, each of us bringing a
different sound to the show whether
it is dubstep, bhangra, house, or
underground. The underlying premise
of our show involves mixing favorite
genres together such as bhangra and
dubstep, as Alx often does, which
we affectionately have coined “dhol
step”. Occasionally, the music is not
even Indian, just a great world beat
that seems to ﬁt the mood and vibe of
our show.
Over the years we have been
fortunate enough to meet and interview some phenomenal guests: Bally
Sagoo, DJ Cheb-i-Sabbah, Karsh Kale,
Jazzy B, RDB, Spy from Cairo, Midival
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Punditz, DJ Rekha, to name a few. We
have had some favorite moments as
well. One time Indian comedian Russell Peters stopped by to promote his
comedy show but ended up taking
over the turntables instead. He was a
former DJ and apparently wanted to
get back to his roots. Another time
we had an unsigned Punjabi singer
Bikram Singh, now a world-renowned
bhangra megastar, sing for us live on
air accompanied only by a dhol. The
entire performance was simply amazing and I like to think we “discovered”
him ﬁrst. To this day, Bikram remains
a good friend of the show and always
donates his music to KPFT fund drives.
We always love to promote emerging
artists and local events, often giving
out free CDs or tickets to the Museum
of Fine Arts, plays, concerts, or the latest shows. Some of my favorite giveaways have been: an official screenplay
for Slumdog Millionaire, Zakir Hussain
tickets, and Bend It Like Beckham soccer shorts and water bottles.
Heading into the second decade
of GenerAsian Radio, we sometimes
wonder what the next step for our

show might be. For now, we enjoy
showcasing our eclectic mix of Indian
and world music, giving local artists a
platform to express themselves, and
promoting community events around
town. GenerAsian Radio embodies
how hip, worldly, cosmopolitan, and
fun Houston can be… kind of like our
music. We love bringing our own fusion
of Indian music to a new GenerAsian
of listeners.
GenerAsian Radio can be heard
every Thursday from 1:00 PM to 3:00
PM on KPFT 90.1 FM or online at
www.kpft.org
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